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Michel Bizet was born in Jallieu, near the city of Lyon on 26 September 1941. A grandfather farrier, veteri-
narian father, rural childhood, an early declared for the color and shape vocation, that data already loom-
ing personality of the artist today, ecologist, manual , humanist once. The boy draws and paints intensely. The 
meeting with the great painter Pierre Jacquemon marked the beginning of a long friendship, and through 
him, the young man began to study art movements and avant-garde, by receiving a strong influence. 
 
Then came the first break: he destroyed his early works and premium "rises" to the capital in 1957. Thus be-
gan a rich and adventurous life, divided between hospitality, antique craft, the world of fashion and celebri-
ties, but he never forsook art ... His personal life-Algeria war, marriage, birth a son, divorce, travel and stay 
in England was turbulent, to 70. 
 
It should be noted that the crossing points or residence deeply marked. The sun and the light, the landscape 
and the sea already attracted, and Saint Tropez village and resort on the French Riviera, where he estab-
lished a taste for business and was a long prelude to the discovery of the Dominican Republic in 1995. He 
found a sensory and aesthetic correspondence with the Mediterranean, and took a liking to Las Terrenas and 
its beaches. He began not only important tourism projects, but it was there that he decided his passionate 
dedication to painting and other forms of contemporary art. 
 
Artistic steps then accelerate. In 2008, a beautiful solo exhibition, "Oxygen" at the Museum of the Royal 
Houses in Santo Domingo was very well received. Michel Bizet enthusiasm for sculpture and installation, in a 
context-sensitive geometry and transparencies metaphorizing the famous motto of "Less is More" and attract-
ing the interest of the New York-gallery Kalo Jon King's Fine Arts. 
 
The news inspired a new experimental project, "Yes we can". Also in 2009, is his painting exhibition, the more 
committed, "Earth Tierra" at the Gallery of the Embassy of France in Santo Domingo. It is a tribute to the 
tropical nature and its preservation in the context of reciprocal links with CEDAW (Centro de Desarrollo Ag-
ropecuario y Forestal). 
 
Large multipurpose projects, step execution, are under consideration in New York, Madrid and Santo Do-
mingo  
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